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Homework 2 Solution 1) (10 pts) Suppose users share a 1Mbps link. Also suppose each user requires 100Kbps when transmitting, but each user transmits only 10 percent of the time. a) Suppose there are 40 users. Find the probability that at any given time, exactly n users are transmitting simultaneously p(n) = C(40,n)*0.1^n*0.9^(40-n) b) Find the probability that there are 11 or more users transmitting simultaneously. 1-sum_(n=0)^(n=10)p(n) 2) (36 pts) Characterizing the transmission media a) (8 pts) If a binary signal is sent over a 3-kHz channel whose signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 20dB, what is the maximum achievable data rate? Solution: According to Shannon theorem which specifies the maximum data rate in a noisy channel as B*log_2^(1+S/N) where B is the bandwidth, S/N is the signal-to-noise ratio. Usually, S/N is given in "decibel", not just a ratio. decibel is calculated by dB=10log_10^(S/N) Therefore, we get S/N first by 20dB=10log_10^(S/N) ==> S/N=10^2=100 Substitude S/N into Shannon's theorem, we get the maximum bps as 3k*log2^(1+S/N)=3log2^101kbps=19.97kbps. However, the maximum data rate, assuming the channel is noise free, is only 6kbps, according to Nyquist rate. Therefore, the final answer should be 6kbps. b) (5 pts) What SNR is needed to put a T1 carrier on a 50-kHz line? Solution: T1 carrier has a data rate of 1.544Mbps. According to Shannon's theorem, the maximum data rate = Blog_2(1+S/N) where B is the bandwidth and is equal to 50kHz, the data rate is 1.544Mbps ==> S/N=2^(1.544M/50k)-1=1.976e9=92.9581dB Notice that the M or k in bps uses base 10 intead of base 2. c) (7 pts) Why is the downstream data rate limit for dial up modem 56 kbps? Assuming the bandwidth of a telephone channel is 4000 Hz. Solution: According to Nyquist theorem, the maximum data rate is equal to 2Blog_2^V where B=4000Hz, and each sample has 8 bits in U.S. Among these 8 bits, one bit is used for control, leaving 7 bits user data. Therefore 2*4000*7=56kbps d) (5 pts) How much bandwidth is there in 0.1 micron of spectrum at a wavelength of 1 micron? Solution: According to the equation on page102, delta_f = c * delta_lambda / (lambda*lambda) where delta_f is the bandwidth range, c is the light speed, delta_lamba is the wavelength range, and lambda is a certain wavelength. Therefore, delta_f = 3*10e8 * 0.1*10e-6 / (10e-6 * 10e-6) = 3*10e13Hz = 30THz e) (5 pts) Radio antennas often work best when the diameter of the antenna is equal to the wavelength of the radio wave. Reasonable antennas range from 1 cm to 5 m in diameter. What frequency range does this cover? f) (6 pts) According to a report, during the 1998 Tennessee-Florida game, the crowd noise measured at Neyland stadium peaked at 117dB, twice as high as the one measured at Tiger stadium during the 2000 LSU-Alabama game (111dB). In order to transmit a voice signal over this crowd at a rate of 1000bps at Neyland stadium, what kind of minimum bandwidth is required? Can you identify the type of transmission media used in this scenario? T1 carrier has a data rate of 1.544Mbps. According to Shannon's theorem, the maximum data rate = Blog_2(1+S/N) where B is the bandwidth and is equal to 50kHz, the data rate is 1.544Mbps ==> S/N=2^(1.544M/50k)-1=1.976e9=92.9581dB 3) (25 pts) On physical media
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a) (8 pts.) List 6 media types in order of increasing bandwidth (list the bandwidth as well) Solution: Media



Bandwidth (Hz)



Twisted pair (T3)



16M



Twisted pair (T5)



100M



Twisted pair (T6)



250M



Twisted pair (T7)



600M



Coax



1G



Fiber optics



30T



Note that this problem is designed to give you a sense how the media performs. You don't need to memorize those numbers. b) (4 pts.) What media is least suited for a bus geography? What media is typically used for RJ45 cable (10Base-T)? wireless transmission media; twisted pair c) (5 pts.) What is the limiting factor in achieving high data rates on fiber? (or Why does single mode fiber have the potential to support a higher data rate than multimode fiber?) Solution: refraction, number of users d) (8 pts.) Comment on the different features of satellite and fiber. Solution: page 117 4) (29 pts) On communication networks a) (5) In a typical mobile phone system with hexagonal cells, it is forbidden to reuse a frequency band in an adjacent cell. If 840 frequencies are available, how many can be used in a given cell? Solution: Each cell has six neighbors. If the central cell uses frequency group A, its six neighbors can use B, C, B, C, B and C respectively. That is, only 3 unique cells are needed. Therefore, each cell can have 840/3=280 frequencies. B CAC BCB b) (5) Calculate the maximum number of users that D-AMPS can support simultaneously within a single cell. Do the same calculation for GSM. Explain the difference. Solution: D-AMPS uses 832 channels with at most 6 users sharing the same channel, which allows D-AMPS to support up to 832*6=4992 users simultaneously in one cell (suppose all the 832 channels can be used for this cell). GSM uses 124 channels with at most 8 users sharing a single channel, which allows GSM to support up to 124*8=992 users simultaneously. c) (5) D-AMPS has appreciably worse speech quality than GSM. Is this due to the requirement that D-AMPS be backward compatible with AMPS, whereas GSM had no such constraint? If not, what is the cause? Solution: Even though both systems use about the same bandwidth (D-AMPS: 832*30kHz=24.96MHz, GSM: 124*200kHz=24.8MHz), the reason that GSM can provide a better speech quality is the per user bandwidth (or data rate) that GSM can provide. d) (5) The 66 low-orbit satellites in the Iridium project are divided into six necklaces around the earth. At the altitude they are using, the period is 90 minutes. What is the average interval for handoffs for a stationary transmitter?
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Solution: every 90 minutes there are 11 going by. so the handoff interval is 90*60(sec)/11=491sec. e) (9) Suppose that A, B, and C are simultaneously transmitting 0 bits, using a CDMA system with the chip sequences of Fig. 2-45(b). What is the resulting chip sequence? Suppose a CDMA receiver gets the following chips (-1+1-3+1-1-3+1+1), which stations transmitted, and which bits did each one send? Solution: Using the -1, 0, 1 convention, A transmits 0 is: +1+1+1-1-1+1-1-1 B transmits 0 is: +1+1-1+1-1-1-1+1 C transmits 0 is: +1-1+1-1-1-1+1+1 D transmits nothing is: 0+0+0+0+0+0+0+0 A+B+C+D = +3+1+1-1-3-1-1+1 S.A = (-1+1-3+1-1-3+1+1).(-1-1-1+1+1-1+1+1) = (1-1+3+1-1+3+1+1)/8 = 1 S.B = (-1+1-3+1-1-3+1+1).(-1-1+1-1+1+1+1-1) = (1-1-3-1-1-3+1-1)/8 = -1 S.C = (-1+1-3+1-1-3+1+1).(-1+1-1+1+1+1-1-1) = (1+1+3+1-1-3-1-1)/8 = 0 S.D = (-1+1-3+1-1-3+1+1).(-1+1-1-1-1-1+1-1) = (1+1+3-1+1+3+1-1)/8 = 1 Therefore, A transmits 1, B transmits 0, C doesn't transmit, D transmits 1.
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Homework 6 Solution Problem 1 (65+10): Addressing (5) problem 39 on page 478 The binary representation of the mask 255.255.240.0 is 11111111.11111111.11110000.00000000. Therefore, the host portion is 12 bits. 2^12=4098. Subtract from it the all-zero for itself and all-one for broadcasting, this mask can support 4098-2=4096 hosts. (10) A server has an IP address of 160.36.30.110, network mask of 255.255.254.0, derive the broadcast address, network ID, and the number of hosts that be supported on this network. Show details. The binary representation of the IP address is 160.36.00011110.110 and t he binary representation of the mask is 255.255.11111110.0, indicating the network portion of the mask is 23 bits. Therefore, the broadcast address is 160.36.31.255 (all host bits are zero) the network ID is 160.36.30.0 (all host bits are zero) the number of hosts supported is 2^9-2=510 (15) Page 478, problem 43 First, represent the IP addresses in binary format: 135.46.56.0/22 ==> 135.46.00111000.0/22 for interface 0 135.46.60.0/22 ==> 135.46.00111100.0/22 for interface 1 192.53.40.0/23 ==> 192.53.00101000.0/23 for Router 1 For the IP addresses asked for: (a) 135.46.63.10 ==> 135.46.00111111.10, has to go through interface 1 (b) 135.46.57.14 ==> 135.46.00111001.14, has to go through interface 0 (c) 135.46.52.2 ==> 135.46.00110100.2, doesn't have common network ID for any interfaces above, therefore, go through Router 2 (d) 192.53.40.7 ==> 192.53.00101000.7, has to go through Router 1 (e) 192.53.56.7 ==> 192.53.00111000.7, doesn't have common network ID with any interfaces above, therefore, take the default which is Router 2 (15) problem 41 on page 478 This question is basically asking what are the common network ID of the four IP addresses given. 57.6.96.0/21 ==> 57.6.01100000.0/21 57.6.104.0/21 ==> 57.6.01101000.0/21 57.6.112.0/21 ==> 57.6.01110000.0/21 57.6.120.0/21 ==> 57.6.01111000.0/21 Therefore, the aggregate address is 57.6.01100000/19 (20) Page 478, problem 40 (pay attention to the "in that order" requirement) For organization A, which requested 4000 IP addresses, the number of bits for host portion would be at least 12, i.e., 2^12=4096. Therefore, its network mask should be 198.16.00000000/20, or 198.16.0.0/20 its first IP address assigned is 198.16.0.1 its last IP address assigned is 198.16.00001111.10100001 or 198.16.15.161 For organization B, which requested 2000 IP addresses, the number of bits for host portion would be at least 11, i.e., 2^11=2048. Therefore,
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its network mask should be 198.16.00010000/21, or 198.16.16.0/21 its first IP address assigned is 198.16.16.1 its last IP address assigned is 198.16.00010111.11100001 or 198.16.23.225 For organization C, which requested 4000 IP addresses, the number of bits for host portion would be at least 12, i.e., 2^12=4096. Therefore, its network mask should be 198.16.00110000/20, or 198.16.48.0/20 its first IP address assigned is 198.16.48.1 its last IP address assigned is 198.16.00111111.10100001 or 198.16.63.161 For organization D, which requested 8000 IP addresses, the number of bits for host portion would be at least 12, i.e., 2^13=8192. Therefore, its network mask should be 198.16.01100000/19, or 198.16.96.0/19 its first IP address assigned is 198.16.96.1 its last IP address assigned is 198.16.01111111.01000001 or 198.16.127.65 (+10)AICIP lab uses LDAP (a directory management software) to manage the user accounts. User can login from any computer in the lab and get to his/her home directory maintained at the server. LDAP manages host computers using hostname. All the lab computers use DHCP The server, aicip.ece.utk.edu sits in Ferris Hall There needs to be a "hosts.allow" file and an "exports" file to tell LDAP which computers are managed from which domain. Question: when the lab is moved from ferris hall to SERF (only user computers), none of the users can login. Discuss the problem and provide solutions to the problem. /etc/exports /home 160.36.30.0/255.255.254.0(rw) /etc/hosts.allow ALL: 127.0.0.1 ALL: 160.36.30. sshd:ALL sendmail:ALL



Because of the subnet changes, two steps need to be carried out: /etc/exports /home 160.36.30.0/255.255.254.0(rw) 160.36.40.0/255.255.252.0(rw) /etc/hosts.allow ALL: 127.0.0.1 ALL: 160.36.30. 160.36.40. ssh: ALL sendmail:ALL



Problem 2 (20): Fragmentation Problem 34 on page 477 We need to understand the definition of fields first: Total length: total IP packet length, not including Ethernet header DF: if 1, indicating fragment is not allowed MF: if 1, indicating more fragments are coming offset: has to be multiple of 8 bytes Between A and R1 Total Length: 900 (msg len) + 20 (TCP header) + 20 (IP header) = 940 bytes < (1024-14=1010 bytes); therefore, no fragmentation is needed. ID: x
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DF: 0 (although there's no fragmentation occurs, fragmentation is still allowed MF: 0 offset: 0 Between R1 and R2 The link can support 512-8=504 bytes. So fragmentation is needed. Total Length: 464 (msg len) + 20 + 20 = 504 bytes ID: x DF: 0 MF: 1 Offset: 0 Total Length: 900-464 (msg len) + 20 + 20 = 476 bytes DF: 0 MF: 0 Offset: 504 bytes Between R2 and B The link can support 512-12=500 bytes. So fragmentation is needed. In addition, we have to keep in mind that the offset has to be multiples of 8 bytes Total Length: 436 (msg len) + 20 + 20 = 496 bytes ID: x DF: 0 MF: 1 Offset: 0 Total Length: 436 (msg len) + 20 + 20 = 496 bytes DF: 0 MF: 1 Offset: 496 bytes Total Length: 900-436*2 (msg len) + 20 + 20 = 68 bytes DF: 0 MF: 0 Offset: 992 bytes Problem 3 (15): tcpdump Requirement: turn in the dump result of ping. Identify each field of the IP header and ICMP header. Note that there are many options provided by 'tcpdump'. Use the best combinations of options so that your dump result is easy to read and not redundant. See lecture slides
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Homework 7 Solution Problem 1 (5) A process on host 1 has been assigned port p, and a process on host 2 has been assigned port q. Is it possible for there to be two or more TCP connections between these two ports at the same time? No. A pair of ports uniquely sets up ONE connection Problem 2 (40) TCP provides reliable transfer through a mixture of sequence number, receiver buffer, cumulative acknowledgement, and fast retransmission. Answer the following True or False problems. If it's False, explain why. a) Host A is sending host B a large file over a TCP connection. Assume host B has no data to send to A. Host B will not send acknowledgements to host A because host B cannot piggyback the acknowledgement on data. False. Piggyback is only for efficiency. If there's no data packet to be piggybacked to, then B will just send the acknowledgement packet. b) The size of the TCP advertised window (RcvWindow) never changes throughout the duration of the connection. False. It is the size of the receiver's buffer that's never changed. RcvWindow is the part of the receiver's buffer that's changing all the time depending on the processing capability at the receiver's side and the network traffic. c) Suppose host A is sending host B a large file over a TCP connection. The number of unacknowledged bytes that A sends cannot exceed the size of the receiver's buffer. False and True. The number of unacknowleged bytes that A sends cannot exceed the size of the receiver's window. But if it can't exceed the receiver's window, then it surely has no way to exceed the receiver's buffer as the window size is always less than or equal to the buffer size. On the other hand, for urgent messages, the sender CAN send it in even though the receiver's buffer is full. d) Suppose host A is sending host B a large file over a TCP connection. If the sequence number for a segment of this connection is m, then the sequence number for the subsequent segment will necessarily be m+1. False. The sequence number of the subsequent segment depends on the number of 8-byte characters in the current segment. e) Suppose host A sends host B one segment with sequence number 38 and 4 bytes of data. Then in the same segment the acknowledgement number is necessarily 42. False. The acknowledgement number has nothing to do with the sequence number. The ack. number indicates the next sequence number A is expecting from B. f) Suppose that the last sampleRTT in a TCP connection is equal to 1 second. Then timeout for the connection will necessarily be set to a value >= 1 second. False. Next_RTT = alpha * last_estimated_RTT + (1-alpha)*newly_collected_RTT_sample. In this case even though the last sampleRTT which is the newly_collected_RTT_sample is 1sec, the
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next_RTT still depends on alpha and last_estimated_RTT. Therefore, the next_RTT is not necessarily greater than 1sec. g) With the selective repeat protocol, it is possible for the sender to receive an ACK for a packet that falls outside of its current window. False. SR uses selective acknowlegement. The ack. number has no way to fall outside the current window. h) With the Go-Back-N, it is possible for the sender to receive an ACK for a packet that falls outside of its current window. True. GBN uses cumulative acknowlegement. Imagine a scenario where ACK1 arrives AFTER ACK2. Once the sender receives ACK2, it would know that both packet1 and 2 were received correctly. So it can remove packet1 and 2 from its window. Now if ACK1 arrives, then ACK1 actually falls outside the current window. Problem 3 (10) TCP provides congestion control through slow start and AIMD ( additive increase and multiplicative decrease). Answer the following True or False problems. If it's False, explain why. a) Consider congestion control in TCP. When a timer expires at the sender, the threshold is set to one half of its previous value. False. The threshold is set to one half of the current congestion window size. b) The slow start is really slow, which is one of the overhead introduced by congestion control. False. The slow start isn't really slow. It grows exponentially. Problem 4 (10) Consider the effect of using slow start on a line with a 10-msec round-trip time and no congestion. The receive window is 24KB and the maximum segment size is 2KB. How long does it take before the first full window can be sent? With slow start, the first RTT sends out 1 segment (or 2KB), the 2nd RTT sends out 2 segments (or 4KB), the 3rd 4 segments (or 8KB), the 4th 8 segments (or 16KB). The 5th RTT would have sent out 16 segments (or 32KB), however, it'll exceed the receiver's window. Therefore, the amont of time it takes BEFORE the 5th RTT (or full window, that is, 24KB) is 4*10=40msec. Suppose the TCP congestion window is set to 18KB and a timeout occurs. How big will the window be if the next four transmission bursts are all successful? Assume that the maximum segment size is 1KB. When a timeout occurs, three things happend. First, slow start will be initiated. Second, the congestion window would start at 1. Third, the threshold will be reset to 18KB/2=9KB. If the next four transmission are all successful, then 1st transmission: 1 segment, 1KB 2nd transmission: 2 segments, 2KB 3rd transmission: 4 segments, 4KB 4th transmission: 8 segments, 8KB After these four successful transmissions, the window size is supposed to be 16. However, since the threshold is 9KB, the window size can only be 9KB.
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Problem 5 (20) Based on the sample codes given in class, write a client and server "echo" program which uses UDP and TCP. You need to turn in the following codes echoserv-tcp.c echocli-tcp.c echoserv-udp.c echocli-udp.c It is important to understand what qualifies a REAL server. Following is a list of criteria, When only one client is connected, the server should be able to echo back multiple messages sent by the client. The server should be able to server more than one client When one client disconnects, the server should be able to server other clients with normal condition. Given the above criteria, the way you know that you have a perfect server is that open three windows. In one window, run the server program, in the other two windows, run two client program. Write messages in each of the client windows and see if the server can respond correctly. Then close one client connection, see if the server can server the other client correctly. In the following, I've provided different versions of implementations: Non-iterative server and client using TCP: servertcp.c, clienttcp.c (The server and the client can only exchange ONE message, then both exit. This is the sample code I posted on slide) Non-iterative server and client using UDP: serverudp.c, clientudp.c (To modify TCP to UDP, three components are needed change from SOCK_STREAM to SOCK_DGRAM (all of you did this right except one) no need for listen(), accept() at the server's side, and no need for connect() at the client side change from read()/write() to recvfrom()/sendto(). Many of you didn't have this part correct. Pay special attention to the arguments used, the socket ID used, etc. I used the original TCP code and commented in detail the changes. Iterative server and client using UDP: iserverudp.c, iclientudp.c (this is a lot easier than the TCP implementation) Iterative server and client using TCP. I provided three versions: Merely adding an infinite loop can NOT make a correct server. Try the sample code and see what's wrong. iservertcp_v1.c, iclienttcp.c Using fork(). iservertcp_fork.c, iclienttcp.c Using select(). iservertcp_select.c, iclienttcp.c tar file with all the codes: socket.tar (+10)Design and develop an application scenario that tests the effect of having more requests than the allowed queuing length in "listen()". You need to turn in the code as well as the output To be added. Problem 6 (15) Refresh concepts on ``big endian'' and ``little endian'' Write a program which can detect and report the hardware architecture it is running on. Give the test result for Intel PC and Sun SPARC (unix.cas.utk.edu). Turn in the code and the output.
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To be added Is there any relationship among ``big endian'', ``little endian'', ``network byte order'', ``host byte order''? Explain why or why not. Network byte order is consistent with "big endian". "host byte order" can be either "big endian" or "little endian", depending on the computer architecture. Problem 7 (10 - check for completion but not correctness): Task 1 of project 4 Write a server for node0 and call it node0.c. Write a client for node1 and call it node1.c. Initially, prepare the initial DV table for both node0 and node1. Let node1 send its DV to node0. Upon receiving node1's DV, node0 will modify its DV according to node1's input. Then it'll reply node1 with the updated DV.
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Homework 8 - Solution Note: Typed homework solutions are preferred. Problem 1 (10) Read the article "Operation of a root DNS server" written by A. Kato and J. Murai, published on IEICE Trans. Commun. Vol.E84-B, No.8 August 2001. Answer the following questions: How many root servers are currently functioning in the world? What are their location? (country and city) What are their hostname and ip address? Problem 2 (10) Use "dig" command to find out the RR of aicip.ece.utk.edu. List the output and answer the following questions: What is/are the authoritative DNS server(s) of aicip? What is the TTL value of the record? Use dig command to find out the RR of one of the root DNS server (any of the 13 would be fine). List the output and answer the following questions: What is/are the authoritative DNS server(s) of that root DNS server? What is the TTL value of the record? Problem 3 (20) Draw a table to summarize the difference between the four application protocols: DNS, SMTP, HTTP, and FTP. You can compare them from the following aspects: transport layer service, stateless/state, pull/push, port no, non-persistent/persistent, RFC no., etc. DNS SMTP HTTP FTP Transport Layer Service UDP TCP TCP TCP Stateless/State Stateless Stateless Stateless State Pull/Push Pull Push Pull Push/Pull Persistent/Non-persistent Non Non Non (for HTTP1.0), Persistent (for HTTP1.1) Persistent Port No. 53 25 80 20 and 21 Note that SMTP is a stateless protocol as the mail server does not maintain any connection with the client, it does not store any information about the client. If an email is asked to be sent twice, the server will resend it without saying that the email has been sent. POP3 is also a stateless protocol. IMAP is a state protocol, because the IMAP server must maintain a folder hierarchy for each of its users, this state information persists across a particular user's successive accesses to the IMAP server. Problem 4 (short answer questions) (30) (8) Explain how DNS server helps achieve load balancing (load distribution) For web servers with some heavy traffic, multiple IP addresses are usually associated with the same hostname. When the DNS server receives a request to resolve a certain hostname, it returns an IP address in a round-robin fashion. This way, different IP addresses get to distribute the load equally.
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(10) What is the mail transfer protocol used in the Internet? What are the possible mail access protocols used between the receiver's mail server and the user agent? Give one application example (software) for each mail access protocol. What are the protocols used between the sender's mail server and the sender? Also give one application example for each protocol. SMTP is the mail transfer protocol used in the Internet. e.g., sendmail Possible mail access protocols used between the receiver's mail server and the user agent are POP3 (e.g., yahoo mail), HTTP (e.g., hotmail), and IMAP (e.g., Mozilla thunderbird). The protocols used between the sender's mail server and the sender include HTTP (e.g., hotmail) and SMTP (e.g., Mozilla thunderbird). (6) Explain the difference between pull protocol and push protocol. A pull protocol obtains information from a server; while a push protocol inserts or pushes information to the server. (6) Explain the difference between non-persistent and persistent protocol. A persistent protocol maintains a connection until the originator of the connection closes it; while a non-persistent protocol closes the connection after every request is fulfilled. Problem 5 (15) Suppose within your Web browser you click on a link to obtain a Web page. Suppose that the IP address for the associated URL is not cached in your local host, so that a DNS lookup is necessary to obtain the IP address. Suppose that n DNS servers are visited before your host receives the IP address from DNS; the successive visits incur an RTT of RTT_1, ..., RTT_n. Further suppose that the Web page associated with the link contains exactly one object, a small amount of HTML text. Let RTT_0 denote the RTT between the local host and the server containing the object. Assuming zero transmission time of the object, how much time elapses from when the client clicks on the link until the client receives the object? 2RTT_0 + RTT_1 + ... + RTT_n as RTT_0 is spent on connection request, and the other RTT_0 on requesting the URL webpage. Suppose the HTML file indexes three very small objects on the same server. Neglecting transmission times, how much time elapses with (1) nonpersistent HTTP with no parallel TCP connections, (2) nonpersistent HTTP with parallel connections, (3) persistent HTTP with pipelining? (1) 8RTT_0 + RTT_1 + ... + RTT_n as 2RTT_0 for receiving the html file and 2RTT_0 for each of the three objects (2) 4RTT_0 + RTT_1 + ... + RTT_n as 2RTT_0 for receiving the html file and then three parallel TCP connections are established for each of the three objects. The parallel connections take another 2RTT_0 (3) 3RTT_0 + RTT_1 + ... + RTT_n as 2RTT_0 for receiving the html file and RTT_0 for the three objects. See slides 29, 30 in lecture16. Problem 6 (15) Use socket programming to implement a public-key algorithm using RSA. Refer to problem 14 on page 831. Sample code: rsaserver.c, rsaclient.c
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